
Minutes of the York 
Law Society 
Committee 
2019/2020 Meeting 
 

Call to Order:  

The first committee meeting of the York Law Society Executive 2019/2020 was held at 

14:00, on 06/03/18 at LMB/044.  

 

Executive Members:     Present? 

President: Aishah Bashir    Yes/No 

Vice President: Nasreen Hago   Yes/No  

Treasurer: Christian Hughes    Yes/No 

Secretary: R-J Wilson     Yes/No   

 

Committee Members     Present? 

Careers Secretary: Dan Moreton   Yes/No 

“  for Commercial Law: Emma Slater   Yes/No 

Editor of Ebor Lex: Rizwaan Ahmad   Yes/No 

Head of Bar: Phoebe Spencer-Hall   Yes/No 

Head of Non-Law: Jess Bowen   Yes/No 

Head of Non-Law: LeRon Hunte-St Rose  Yes/No 

International Officer: Bailey Thomson  Yes/No 

Master of the Moot: Joel Reynolds   Yes/No 

Ordinary Officer: Amelia Crossley   Yes/No 

Ordinary Officer: Jamie Tipp    Yes/No 

Ordinary Officer: Prisca Munzemba   Yes/No 

Press and Publicity: Abbie Little   Yes/No 



Pro Bono Officer: Genevieve Douglas   Yes/No 

Social Secretary: Chloe Sarson   Yes/No 

Social Secretary: Yasmin Ghadamian   Yes/No 

“ for the Careers Dinner: Kieran Persand  Yes/No 

Sports Secretary: Lea Levine    Yes/No 

Sports Secretary: Will Johnson   Yes/No 

Webmaster: Joe Woods    Yes/No 

 

Agenda: 

1) Introduction 
2) Sponsorship Brochure 
3) Photos 
4) Careers Secretaries  
5) Social Secretaries  
6) Sports Secretaries 
7) Bar and Mooting 
8) Press and Publicity 
9) Pro Bono Officers 
10) Ordinary Officers 
11) Heads of non law  
12) Webmaster 
13) Ebor Lex 
14) International Officer 
15) Wellbeing and outreach 
16) Changing Ordinary Officers Name  
17) Freedcamp 
18) Other Processes 

a. Event planning – EMF, FB Event, Eventbrite  
19) Individual Meetings  
20) Questions 
21) Academic Officer  

 
 

Agenda Item 1: Introduction                                        
 

Discussion: 
 
Introductions 
 
Reminder that the committees key focus will be to push non-commercial law and 
wellbeing this year  
 



Decisions: 
 
N/A 

Action Items: 
 
N/A 

Agenda Item 2: Sponsorship Brochure                                                                        Committee 
Members Concerned: 

All 

Discussion: 
 
The exec will go go through sponsorship brochures with individuals.  
 
Everyone must have there text(s) done by 29th March 
 
 
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Start writing up text for events that will go in the sponsorship brochure.  
 
 
Agenda Item 3: Photos                                                                                 Committee Members 

Concerned: 
All 

Discussion: 
 
Photos – trying to get them on the Wednesday because of the marketing video that’s 
happening on the Thursday 
 
Photos within roles – everyone will be given assigned times and where there is more than 
one person for each role, they will need pictures together  
 
Everyone please dress nicely and gets your suits out  
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Find a time where everyone is available for photos, the photographer is available and the 
location is available 
 



Assign times to roles  
 

Agenda Item 4: Careers Secretaries                                                                             Committee 
Members Concerned: 

Dan Moreton 
Emma Slater  

Discussion: 
 
Dan: 

- wants to make the non-comercial law fair happen this year. 
- get AAP running again with Emma  

o similar workshops to last year - adapt slightly where necessary for non-
commercial  

o CV review sessions 
- make a welcome booklet 
- create deadline document for vacc schemes, training schemes etc 
- regional law firm panel, with a mix of practice areas or maybe split the practice 

areas into separate panels 
- relaxed networking with regional firm like Langleys and could tie in their 

commercial department too which may help with funding 
- PBL tutor panel (which shouldn’t cost much if anything at all) 
- Non-law firm event with lawyers from NGOs, Charities, in-house teams 

 
Will probably need funding for non-commercial/regional 
 
Could include non-commercial firms in sponsorship firms – Dan had a list of firms which 
have non-commercial and commercial departments that may be worth targeting  
 
Emma and Dan: 

- have a diversity programme – panel with representatives from minorities  
 
There will be more events that spring up as things develop over the year and connections 
grow 
 
If anyone in the committee has any non-commercial ideas then contact Dan  
 
Also has a meeting with Chris next week  
 
Emma: 

- campus ambassador networking opportunity to tell them more about their role 
and about the firm  

- relaxed networking with Alumni, Chris does this however it’s only open to YLS 
students so it isn’t accessible for out non-law members, ask him to open it up to 
everyone/our non-law members 

 



Decisions: 
 
One concern with campus ambassador panel is if the firm does sponsor the society, it 
could hinder if we can actually do things with them 
 
Welcome booklet – collaborate with the one the YLS already has 
 

Action Items: 
 
Get freedcamp tasks going for all these projects 
 
Write up sponsorship proposals for the relevant events  
 
Compile a document of deadlines 
 
Consider firms with both non-commercial/commercial departments which may be worth 
targeting for sponsorship (Dan has some names if needed) 
 
Welcome booklet – start creating content to add in to the current YLS one 
 
Contact Chris to find out if he would be willing to open up the Alumni networking event 
 

Agenda Item 5: Social Secretaries                                                                                Committee 
Members Concerned: 

Chloe Sarson, Yasmin Ghadamian and Kieran Persand 
Discussion: 
 
Want to try and push for more involvement from non-law 
 
Build on fall ball – want to make it ‘bigger and better’ 

- want to make it a masquerade ball 
- bigger scale  
- change location to allow for larger capacity 
- keep it non-careers focused / purely social 
- make it more accessible to first years as they think this was a major barrier for last 

year 
- if we run a freshers week it could be the finale of that 
- Issues: tickets were expensive so that put people off, increasing capcity will make 

it trick to keep ticket prices down, there want enough interest last year to have a 
larger venue and make it bigger 

- Wants to make it more accessible to first years as they think this was a major 
barrier for last year  

 
Want more balls – one every term 

- Need to be mindful that students are very reluctant to shell out lots of money on a 
ticket so this could be a barrier and mean we have a lack of engagement  



- A way to possibly mitigate this would be to plan events for when the loans come 
in 

 
Freshers week  

- econ do it  
- it wouldn’t just be socials – want to have 2 social events, sports events for a taster, 

have a starters guide to law school  
- it would help with people getting introduced to law and help them figure out what 

is going on 
- have a ‘meet the committee’ small social event 
- have a bar crawl – going to all the main bars in York and ending up in Kuda or 

Fibbers or another club although not salvos to introduce freshers to York  
 
Derby races: 

- be the last event they plan as social secs and so would also be a farewell and 
welcoming the new committee  

- want sponsors as it would be quite pricey, can bring firms in  
- essentially a fun day to go to, get dressed up, watch races, place bets and enjoy 

yourself and law firms might quite like the idea 
- races are 15th May – 12th October – could do opening day of the races or the 

October finale.  
- also thought to do it at the end of second term to celebrate that term being over. 

(However, does this tie in with those dates?)  
- However, the dates would clash with other pre-existing socials. Also already a 

summer ball at the races, would people realistically want to go twice  
 
Cruise on the Ouse:  

-  will be first thing that they are doing but doing it with Yasmin C and Lewis B 
 
Smaller events: 

- more bar crawls –  
- combining it with other societies, econ have reached out 
- sports socials – this could help bring people in –  want to try and get salvos cards 

or get some sort of recognition with York sport  
o however, do need to prioritise upholding current deals with York Parties 

and don’t want to piss them off  
 
Merch for our members: 

- could include this with the membership 
- would be a cost on our part but would be worth it  
- tshirts are around £4 

 
Formal in second term at the start: 

- want a Vegas theme 
- other societies could get involved with this – dance soc could do a Vegas 

performance but not sure about viability of theme  
 



York parties: 
- try to renew deals 
- try to get mansion on board and some smaller bars 
- could involve sports in this – would have to push how great our teams are to try 

and get a salvos card 
 
Possibly do a leeds bar crawl – Otley run  
 
Careers dinner: 

- has its own brochure 
- try to get the plans going that fell through last year  
- this year will bring in as many committee members as poss, pro bono, bar 

mooting, careers, non-law 
- will want help with ticket-sales 
- bored of venue but there are good connections there, also connections with the 

Principal but it is smaller, could potentially branch out to another city but have to 
think of budget 

- last year tickets were subsidized massively – by about £30 ( this was just for the 
dinner not even the after party) 

- Yates was the best after party so far so try make this happen again 
- work with bar and non-commercial and try and get charities involved 
- work with everyone to make this happen 
- make sure to overcome last years GDPR issues  

 
Make old committee members pay for last year if they haven’t 
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Discuss viability of everything discussed in the one-to-one meeting  
 
More research to be done on the dates and prices for the race idea  
 
Look into pricing for merch for our members  
 
Start chasing York Parties 
 
Get outstanding payments from last years careers dinner (outgoing exec should be on this 
but chase up) 
 

Agenda Item 6: Sports Secretaries                                                                               Committee 
Members Concerned: 

Lea Levine and Will Johsnon 

Discussion: 
  



 
Manchester match: 

- drive girls  
- train for guys  
- petrol will be expensed, put aside £300 for it 

 
Netball turn out has been great 
Football turn out is lacking  
 
Training – if people want to come to the Manchester tournament make sure you are 
training  
 
Next term – people will be really stressed out so won’t do training again until next year. 
Instead want to do mixed rounders which will be really informal and chill for everyone to 
have a bit of fun with  
 
Brochure: 
Kit – want netball dresses or skorts to go with tops we already have (although the sizes of 
these are odd) 
Mix sports and careers 

- like the match with DLA piper last year  
- Park Square Barristers does a netball tournament in Leeds, Lea could work with 

Bar to see if we could get a team together to play them  
- work with Dan to see if we can involve regional firms  

Push getting local businesses to sponsor sports possibly  
Chloe has offered to point people in the right direction If they need any help with kit as 
she does this for Constantine  
 
Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Organise mixed rounders next term  
 
Write up sponsorship proposals 
 
Look into local businesses sponsoring  
 
Look into planning matches with firms and chambers 
 
Agenda Item 7: Bar and Mooting                                                                                 Committee 

Members Concerned: 
Phoebe Spencer-Hall and Joel Reynolds 

Discussion: 
 
Bar and Mooting 



 
Bar: 
Event on 27th march with Lincolns Inn: 

- talk and dinner 
- want 6 definite attendees and 4 reserves for students wanting to be a barrister 
- they will cover travel costs and then looking to sponsor us if all goes well next year  
- people could apply for a place by submitting applications but worried people wont 

have time for this with current assessements  so get CVs instead 
- Do it ASAP and Lincolns Inn wants list by this Friday  
- Chris won’t send an email out – could ask him due to the short notice or ask Lousie 

as she will do this if there is a good reason and advertise on facebook pages 
- dinner is £20 /person 

 
Grays Inn: 

- wants to do an event here and bring barristers – commercial and non-commercial  
 
Inner-Temple: 

- currently being awkward  
- have a dinner in March or April but the deadline was February – so probably too 

late, maybe chase this up – Kieran forwarding relevant email to Phoebe later  
 
Middle Temple:  

- also up for doing something and would pay for themselves   
 
Monthly court visits 
 
Mini-pupillage applications with QCs who would be willing to come down  
 
Mythbusting events – think of joining this with AAP  
 
Sorting sponsorship with the Inns – they only offer £250 though 
 
Bar Q&A again – maybe try and put this on the brochure, wants to get more QCs for this 
 
Mooting: 
 
Appointing sub-committee 

o Hoping things will be taken over by the end of the summer term  
o Keep exec in the loop for sub society appointments (this applies to Bar too) 
o Start trying to do this over Easter although don’t rush, if there is a lack of 

response than extend the timeline 
 
Events: 

- internals will continue next year  
o make it more accessible – weekly new problems are proving problematic 
o keen to get in touch with YSJ to have interuniversity moots  



- nearly got a guy to come in and do a plea and mitigation workshop last year, going 
to try and make this happen this year 

- external events 
o Roses is coming up, Patrick writing problem, get judge in – may need help 

covering costs for this 
o have contacted Lancaster re Roses but yet to here back 
o Roses moot is during Year 2 coursework so likely to be issues with second 

year engagement but should be alright for first years and non-law – have 
asked Patrick to make the problem more accessible with this in mind 

o getting emails for events coming up next year – BPP, Landmark property 
one and more will come in over the next couple of months 

 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Get list of attendees for the Lincolns Inn dinner for Friday 

- advertise 
- get people to send in CVs 
- go through them and choose appropriate attendees BY FRIDAY 
- try to ask Chris to help advertise given the short notice or alternatively see if 

Louise will send out an email 
 
Think about if the Bar Q&A should be going in the sponsorship brochure and if so write a 
proposal for it 
 
Get started on appointing sub-committees for both Bar and Mooting 
 

Agenda Item 8: Press and Publicity                                                                              Committee 
Members Concerned: 

Abbie Little 

Discussion: 
 
Make social media platforms more interactive 

- day in the life of a member of the committee – social media q&a with them etc 
 
Thinking of a fortnightly newsletter instead and then each week do a summary of key 
dates – condensing it should make it more accessible and encourage people to read and 
then go to events 

- thoughts for this is that term 1 of the year always has so much going on so may 
need weeklys 

- could do fortnightly for the rest of this year now there is less going on and then 
start up weeklys again next year 

 
Expand on the social media that’s already put in places  
 



Get a phone for press and publicity purposes 
-  this could be circulated around the committee to make sure that the social media 

platforms are always kept up to date – need to look at affordability 
- Chris will look into the o2 refresh scheme for this  

 
Changing up the template of the newsletter – work with Joe on this  
 
 
One thought is to potentially give everyone access to login then there’s no need for a 
phone – issue with this is we need to be careful with passwords and we need to avoid 
scandals  
Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Chris to look into o2 refresh scheme and affordability of getting a phone 
 
Discuss the fortnightly idea further in the one-to-one meetings  
 

 
 

Agenda Item 9: Pro Bono                                                                             Committee Members 
Concerned: 

Genevieve Douglas 

Discussion: 
 
IDAS was worked with this year for filming a video to do with domestic abuse 
 
Want to get students involved with new organisations for longer term projects and also 
short-term events/projects for those who cant commit long term 
 
Freedom Project is in the works already – helping victims who haven’t had access to 
justice and overturn criminal charges – meeting with someone about this next week 
(double check date) 
 
IDAS again with something new 
 
Refugee action York – could get students involved in creating info packets for asylum 
seekers for them 
 
Also – a charity offering free legal assistance for asylum seekers for first tier appeals in 
Leeds 
 
Wants to create a facebook page/group to help promote the events that will take place 
next year and get people to sign up for it  
 



Make sure to keep in touch with Abbie and let her know what needs to be publicised 
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Create a facebook page  
 
Continue looking into getting projects up and running 
 

Agenda Item 10: Ordinary Officers                                     Committee Members Concerned: 
Jamie Tipp, Amelia Crossley and Prisca Munzemba 

Discussion: 
 
Jamie: 
Facebook forum 

- work with careers secs with that  
- where people can post when they need help people with interviews/applications 

etc 
- this is also like the drive Nas was talking about so she could work on this with 

Jamie  
- There is already a facebook group but this whole thing can be discussed more in 

the one-to-one meetings 
 
Trip abroad: 

- spoke to Kieran (last years OO) about this 
- sponsorship wise – better to not be sponsored, this caused a lot of issues. If we 

book in advance it should mitigate the increased expense 
- want to try and get a feel for numbers, maybe through the newsletter 
- Kieran said he had travel agent contacts – so get these from him.  
- Discussing in the meeting and it appears sponsorship issues werent something we 

necessarily anticipate happening again so want to try and get sponsorship and 
then if we don’t get any responses we can make the decision for it to be 
unsponsored earlier to avoid the issues we had  

 
Amelia: 

- want to do an event with a regional firm rather than a commercial firm 
- wants to try and get a visit with Langleys re Personal Injury using a connection she 

made  
- would be a small amount of people (15), for a morning or afternoon and wouldn’t 

be too expensive as its in York – could collaborate with Dan on this  
 
Prisca: 
 
Blockchain research society want to do a joint event: 

- want a panel and a workshop 



- so either a panel like the one they are doing next week or workshop introducing 
blockchain in the legal context 

 
Event for people who don’t get vac schemes: 

- how to use transferable skills for getting other things 
 
Puppy Lounge: 

- Contacted dog society – asked them if they wanted to do a joint event, screening a 
film and get in dog 
 

Alumni event:  
- Chris already does this she knows but maybe do something that’s more to do with 

getting the most out of Uni rather than the careers focus 
- Tips for how to manage uni etc 

 
 
Overall for ordinary officers – more will pop up over the year 
 
In terms of advertising for other societies we have to assess it’s relevance to us before we 
post it… don’t have to ask if you want to publish things in the newsletter but do have to 
when its for others societies  

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Jamie to write up sponsorship proposal for trip abroad 
 
Start contact other committee members where collaboration could happen 
 
R-J to work with Prisca (and other OOs if needed) on puppy loung to make it happen in 
Term 3. 
 

Agenda Item 11: Webmaster                                                Committee Members Concerned: 
Joe Woods 

Discussion: 
 
App: 

- want to get this going, would need to bring in people for coding but would be 
involved 

What would be on the App? 
- What we do 
- The support we provide  
- A complete calendar of everything  
- If you want to talk to people, email addresses 
- Guides, support for each year 
- Basic advice for careers  



- Whats on the website but condensed so its more accessible  
- Deadlines  
- Tickets within this instead of Eventbrite 
- Sponsors section – maybe add it in the sponsorship brochure but probably will 

take too long to get going for this committee  
- For committee and members  
- Get pop up notifications for events etc 

 
Website redesign: 

- currently committee focused 
- make it more for the members - careers advice, sports, keep events updated so 

that this can go into a calendar, help for first, second and third years and advice 
- needs email addresses, prelim photos for websites, schedules of upcoming events, 

new presidents welcome and constitution so that it can be updated to reflect the 
current committee 

 
Another thought is to add in a blog post section – would be useful when it comes to 
applying for awards too and keeps the website active 
 
Re joining with ebor lex: 

- currently not sure though if we really still want this to be completely separate 
- Rizwaan – initial reaction was no – wants it to be separate so that they can fully 

promote their things. Website needs redesigning but doesn’t want it to be linked 
 

-  
Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Look into the App idea more and what it would take to get it going 
 
Find out what exactly Joe wants from who for the website redesign 
 
Collaborate with Rizwaan to redesign the Ebor Lex website 
 
Agenda Item 12: Ebor Lex                                                      Committee Members Concerned: 

Rizwaan Ahmad 

Discussion: 
 
Essay awards – LSE has a variety of awards and they are all sponsored by chambers of a 
commercial law firm so wants to get something similar going 
 
Get committee started – follow same guidance as for bar and mooting… get a google form 
together, do the process you want and post and publicise it through Abbie and then exec 
can help with interviews as well –  do this during Easter  
 



Faculty editor/liason – would give continuity over the years. Maybe someone like Jed? 
Would also help with handover 
 
Commercial awareness newsletter, and tie in commercial awareness competition  
 
 
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Get sub-committee going 
 
Look into faculty editor/liason – see if there’s any interest  
 

Agenda Item 13 Heads of Non-Law                                                                              Committee 
Members Concerned: 

Jess Bowen and LeRon Hunte-St Rose 
Discussion: 
 
How they will recruit new reps: 

- look at old and new – see who’s keen to continue and then get new ones to fill in 
the gaps  

- ask for potential candidates by emailing departments 
 
Events: 

- non-law meeting in September, push it press wise and through social media  
- non-law dinners with law firms (specifically for non-law students) 
- put on regular clinics or open hours weekly for non-law students to come speak to 

them and ask any questions 
 
Non-law and the bar: 

- difficult because people feel like its such a jump 
- maybe do info events 
- try and get more non-law involvement in mooting through workshops to help with 

legal research etc and/or pairing up with law students 
 

Push sports more with non-law 
 
Want to push the Facebook group on the law society page itself  
 
Brochure: 

- non-law dinner and more informal event like cheese and wine nights  
 

In terms of speaking with firms – have to go through Aishah really as that’s how the 
constitution is 



 
Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Write sponsorship proposal(s) for events 
 
Recruit new reps  
 
Liaise with Joel re improving mooting involvement 
 
Agenda Item 14: International Officer                                                                        Committee 

Members Concerned: 
Bailey Thomson 

Discussion: 
 
Talking to students and the biggest thing they are looking for are law events so put on a 
panel event  
 
The NCA presentation and university presentations for Canadian students 
 
Alumni skype sessions – Emily and Taylor would be willing to do this 
 
Socials – international welcome party, international bar crawl 
 
Try and do something before people go home at the end of this year want to speak to 
international students to find out what they expect and what they want from the Officer  
- do it before easter? Need to get on this ASAP. This would help with expanding from the 
Canadian focus and understanding what international want 
 
Sponsorship was hard last year 
 
Want to start a facebook page or group – must be sure it will be ctive and have a point to 
it if not just do it through the YLS one? 
 
Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Bailey to contact R-J if she wants a room booking for next week for her to talk to 
international students re expectations 
 

Agenda Item 15: Wellbeing and Outreach                         Committee Members Concerned: 
 



Discussion: 
 
Wellbeing: 
Went through R-J’s ideas; mindfulness workshops, yoga, puppy lounges, wellbeing packs, 
breakfast/snack bars during assessment period, more laidback events to unwind at 
Encourage anyone on the committee who is really interested in this to get involved and 
help 
 
Outreach: 
Do we need an officer? 
Hiring within the law school something to do with this – ask Lea to investigate and see if 
we could link  
Subsidising tickets for outreach purposes  
Law school do it according to student loans 
Aspiring Solicitors might want to get involved with social mobility purposes 
 
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
R-J to talk to Lea about Yoga, Prisca and Jed re puppy lounges and get ideas together and 
people involved for other things 
 
Lea to investigate what’s going on with the Law School hiring someone for outreach that 
we may be able to liaise with 
 
Possible sponsorship proposal for subsidising tickets for outreach purposes 

Agenda Item 16: Vote to change the name of ordinary officer           Committee Members 
Concerned: 

All 

Discussion: 
 
Voting to change the name of ordinary officers  
 
Suggestion from exec is General Officer, no other suggestions 
 
All those in favour – unanimous  
 
This will then go to a vote at the AGM  
 

Decisions: 
 
Vote – all those in favour of changing the name form Ordinary Officer to General Officer 
was unanimously voted for 
 



Action Items: 
 
Next step is to make this official through a vote at an AGM – exec to organise this 

Agenda Item 17: Freedcamp Tutorial                                 Committee Members Concerned: 
All 

Discussion: 
 
We will update when we’ve added things to freedcamp on fb group chat 
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Someone on the exec will invite each role to their own groups  
 
Sub-committees to be invited by sub-committee heads 
 

Agenda Item 18: Other processes                                                                                Committee 
Members Concerned: 

All 
Discussion: 
 
General committee resources drive that will outline process of event planning 

1) Create a facebook event, if you don’t have access to the fb page, write Abbie a 
message with all the info – time, location, date, description, Eventbrite page and 
link. 

2) If your event requires a room speak to R-J and I’ll book a room. There is a push to 
have events on west. However, if there are events that are more suitable for east 
that’s fine but don’t do everything on east just because its easier to you – use a 
judgement call for what is best for the event attendees 

3) EMF  - link in general committee resources drive – needs to be done 21 days 
before at the latest – super super important – if these aren’t done or aren’t done 
on time an event can be shut down by YUSU 

 
Finance: 
When everyone has an idea of what they want to do… 

1) go through it with exec  
2) have an initial meeting with Chris to get the gist of the budget 
3) then off your own backs figure out costs by going to the relevant companies etc.  
4) then have meeting with Chris to finalise budgets.  

 
All events should be added to the calendar and then that’s how the Joe will know for the 
website – make sure to put in the details, description, facebook event link etc  
 
Eventbrite – passwords shall be on the general committee chat  
 



 
Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Make sure people are added to the general committee drive 
 
Make sure there is a document on the general committee drive outlining event planning 
process 
 

Agenda Item 19: Individual meetings                                                                          Committee 
Members Concerned: 

All 

Discussion: 
 
Discussed throughout already 
 
Will take place first week of Easter over Skype 
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
R-J to send out doodle poll to organise these 
 
Agenda Item 20 Misc:                                                                                   Committee Members 

Concerned: 
All 

Discussion: 
 
Questions? 
 
Aim for meetings to be monthly but shorter  
 
Make sure you keep group chats appropriate and professional – we don’t want any 
scandal like those that have happened with other societies 
 
Everyone please be sure to use Abbie to publicise events 
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 



 
Agenda Item 21: Academic Officer                                      Committee Members Concerned: 

Lea Levine 

Discussion: 
  
Do the similar type of event to the pizza and wine at supreme court time event as it was 
so successful last time  
 
Don’t want to do too much else as things will get taken over soon 
 

Decisions: 
 
 

Action Items: 
 
Look into running another pizza and wine at supreme court event, maybe with Arvind? 
 

  


